
 
 

 
 
 

Toronto’s first marching band theatre company is returning to The 
Fringe with their brand-new show, High School Symphony 

 
Last year, the immerse marching band theatre company, The Teeny Tiny Music Show 
premiered in Toronto with their show of the same name in the 2017 The Toronto Fringe 
Festival and are returning this year with their brand-new play, HIGH SCHOOL 
SYMPHONY, a Big-Band “Mean Girls” tale of friendship, revenge, and if we ever REALLY 
got over what happened in high school. This musical whirlwind is premiering July 5th, 
2018, 7:00pm at The Randolph Theatre, located at 736 Bathurst Street, Toronto. 
 
A remarkable friendship between two young, Catholic grade school girls is tested when 
they get suspended for sexual harassment towards their teacher. The drama unfolds with 
a cast that consists of two BFF's and a hidden eight-piece marching band, who crawl out 
of the woodwork during the duration of the show and double as hot teachers, best friends, 
the guy who only plays "Wonderwall", and of course, the enemy popular group. Our 
marching band has decked the soundtrack with video game references, anime theme 
songs, and slicked-up sounds from the early 00's that got every millennial through their 
pimply prepubescence! 
 
Written by and starring Hayley Pace. The show was conceived after Pace revisited a 
Ziplock bag of over one hundred origami notes addressed to her from her high school 
girlfriends that were tucked away in her hometown bedroom for almost a decade. Within 
these notes were touching stories of first love's lost, fleeing the friend-zone, provoking 
teachers, infamous dick jokes, and asking what matters most – boys or besties? 
 

The Teeny Tiny Music Show 
In association with The Toronto Fringe presents 

High School Symphony 
Book Written and Conceived by Hayley Pace 

Starring Hayley Pace 
Directed by Ryan Percival 

Music Directed, Arranged and Composed by Daniel Walsh 
Assistant Directed by Joseph Burdi 
Dramaturgy by Geneviève Canavan 

Stage Managed by Cara Baum 
 

 
 

 
 

 
The Randolph Theatre, 736 Bathurst Street, Toronto 

 
          No latecomers. 

 
Tickets: 
$12 at the door or online:  
https://fringetoronto.com/festivals/fringe/event/high-school-symphony 
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         July 5th, 7:00pm July 11th 3:30pm 
          July 8th, 1:15pm  July 12th 11:00pm 
         July 9th, 2:30pm July 13th 5:15pm 

July 14th 3:30pm 
 


